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BEFORE DISCOVERY PICO LASER TATTOO REMOVAL:

TATOO REMOVAL:
• TREATMENTS: The number of treatments depends on each individual’s unique circumstances, but  
 the Discovery Pico achieves optimum outcome in fewer sessions than almost any other tattoo 
 removal machine. 
• REDUCED PAIN: The Discovery Pico is designed to reduce the discomfort and recovery time often 
 associated with laser tattoo removal. Skin heals quickly and evenly, and there is little risk of  
 permanent scarring or discoloration of the skin.
• HIGHLY EFFECTIVE: The Discovery Pico laser outclasses conventional picosecond lasers by using 
 the highest power possible, 3 wavelengths, and 4 emission modes to fragment even the deepest  
 pigments precisely and evenly. It even works on hard-to-treat tattoo ink colors and pigments like 
 light blue and green.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT LASER TREATMENTS:
• Is a Quanta Discovery PICO treatment right for me? Quanta Discovery PICO lasers are designed 
 to deliver a wide range of safe and effective treatments for all skin types. These innovative lasers 
 can minimize benign pigmented lesions, remove acne scarring and unwanted tattoos, and 
	 smooth	fine	lines	and	wrinkles	by	replenishing	collagen	production
• Will my Discovery PICO treatment hurt? The Discovery PICO lasers are designed to deliver 
 comfortable treatments, while reducing recovery time. The lasers treat pigmentation 
 as evenly and precisely as possible to eliminate hot spots and promote natural healing. 
• How many treatment sessions will I need?   The number of treatments needed varies depending on each 
 patient’s desired outcome. During your consultation, we will be able to determine your treatment plan. 
• What Sets the Discovery PICO Series Apart:  Minimal discomfort, Speedy recovery time, Unparalleled  
	 precision	&	Renewal	of	confidence.

Discovery PICO represents the second generation of picosecond lasers that due to its proprietary 
technology, is the most innovative medical laser available today in the market. It has an Nd:YAG 
double-wavelength laser source emitting at both 1064nm and 532 nm.

Discovery	Pico	Plus	is	the	first	picosecond	yag	laser	with	the	same	specifications	of	Discovery	Pico	
combined with a ruby laser able to delivers up to 1.2J of energy and not just few hundred mJ such 
as other “red” lasers. The 694 nm of Discovery Pico Plus are generated by the most advanced and 
powerful ruby laser available in the market: very high energy per pulse in Q-Switched or Photo 
Thermal pulses, big spot sizes and fast repetition rates make this laser, together with the 532 and 
1064 nm which work also in picosecond regime.

Discovery	PICO	series	can	treat	different	tattoo	colors,	superficial	and	deep	pigmented	lesions	by	
using Q-Switched and Photo-Thermal pulse emission modes, as an exclusive feature of this laser, with 
possibilities to treat aged skin effectively.



The innovation introduced by Discovery PICO series is the level of peak power through ultrashort 
pulses that is twice more powerful than any other Picosecond laser for medical applications. This has 
enhanced	the	treatment	results	 increasing	the	efficacy	on	hard-to-treat	 tattoo	 inks	with	a	general	
reduction of the delivered average energy dose compared to traditional Q-Switched lasers.

Discovery PICO series is indicated for the use of:
– Tattoo Removal
– Benign Pigmented lesions Removal
– Hair Lightening
– Skin Rejuvenation
– Foot Skin and Nail condition


